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 Rather it is irrepressively eulogistic.

 That said there are positive notes.

 Rennert's article 'Would Mucha
 Have Made it on Madison Avenue?'

 raises questions about the value of

 advertising art and even makes some
 comparisons with that of PAL, Tou-
 louse-Lautrec and Cappiello, though
 it shies away from analysis. Together

 with Bruson's 'The Fouquet Bou-
 tique', which is oddly located after
 the article on the Slav Epic, this is
 probably of most interest to design

 historians. The latter at least provides
 a useful history of the creation, con-
 servation and reassembly of Mucha's
 exotic jeweller's shop.

 This cannot be described as a 'new'
 study of Mucha's art and in fact it
 does not claim to be. However, it
 does set out to be 'a full-scale treat-
 ment of Mucha's entire oeuvre' and
 the publishers do claim that their goal
 is 'to place significant works of art in a
 context that will enrich'. The best part
 is undoubtedly the catalogue section
 (the book is a catalogue for an exhibi-

 tion currently touring America), with
 its superb illustrations. The support-
 ing captions may be bland but they

 are reasonably detailed and go some
 way towards describing the content.
 Less reticence in the discussion of
 Mucha's leanings would have been
 preferable. For instance, a look at his

 gender selling-roles might have been
 instructive. After all, his women are
 not wholly conventional: he may bri-
 dle them with formulaic stylizations,
 poses and stereotypical associations
 with nature, emotions and sensuality,
 but they also break a few contempor-
 ary taboos, not least by dressing as
 men, painting, smoking, drinking
 beer, striking up seductive postures
 with bicycles, and holding hands
 with red Indians. And what about

 his androgynous figures and men,
 the latter dominating the historical
 and monumental works, but seldom
 as individuals or heroes? Connected

 with this, the downplay of Mucha's
 hard-to-accommodate Germanic sub-

 jects and periods, not least as wit-
 nessed in the glimpses of his
 intriguing L'Histoire d'Allemagne illus-
 trations, is disappointing, and, in the
 case of the sketch to The Sacking of

 Magdeburg, woefully out of focus.
 Mucha was a populist, an artist of

 vascillations and a designer of guise,
 whose sympathies sometimes appear

 denied by his commissions. His spirit
 was vagrant, as much Baroque and
 neo-Byzantine as it was Art Nouveau.
 As such, and with the inclusion of the
 Slav works, the title appears a misno-
 mer. He may have wavered, appeared
 reactionary, conservative, elitist and
 sexist, but he was in step with his
 epoch. And he was the forerunner for
 much subsequent marketing art, set-
 ting the prevailing standard in advert-
 ising techniques for consumer
 products that continues to today.
 After all he utilized feminine allure
 and stressed luxuriance or a state of
 dreamy, opulent harmony where
 there was precious little, as in the
 advertisements for biscuits, Nestle
 products, railways and bikes. Unsur-
 prisingly, other than some equivocal
 remarks about his overriding concern
 to imbue art and life with a vision of
 high, benevolent beauty, this book
 fails to reconcile this art of sleight
 with his Slavist mission, preferring
 instead to view it largely as a means
 of survival that would see him

 through to that end. There is, there-
 fore, no article dedicated to his poster
 designs, graphic ephemera, his use of
 script, jewellery, applied art designs
 or portraiture. However correct or
 erroneous that may be, and however
 compensated for by the generous se-
 lection of plates, it is reductive with
 regard to his commercial art and,
 most significantly, its influence. The

 best service this catalogue offers to
 what must be a fine exhibition is un-

 doubtedly the visual record it sup-
 plies.
 JEREMY HOWARD

 University of St Andrews

 The Chair: Rethinking Culture,
 Body, and Design

 GALEN CRANZ. W.W. Norton & Com-

 pany, 1998. 256 pp., 85 illus., $27.50.

 ISBN 0393 04655 9.

 Galen Cranz challenges design histor-
 ians to reconsider material culture
 from the perspective of the human

 body's relation to its environment.
 Her book is a survey of chair design,

 from which we can extrapolate a

 broad critique of the built world. It is
 a valuable and well-argued addition
 to the history of ergonomics and a
 battle cry for designers to consider
 physical and also aesthetic require-
 ments for furniture. In her conclusion,

 Cranz calls for nothing less than new
 ways of behaviour reflecting modern
 challenges to traditional hierarchies
 and status signifiers.

 Conventional furniture history ex-
 amines the minutiae of the design
 process from the perspective of the
 designer or maker, only secondarily
 from the patron, or user. Where the
 life of the object beyond its manu-
 facture is considered, it is to detail
 provenance and influence, that is to

 examine the conditions of its accep-
 tance as a signifier of status, rather
 than as a functional artefact. While
 elevating furniture to objects of con-
 templation and reverence, therefore,
 these histories divorce the objects
 from (some of) their intended pur-
 poses, being the provision of comfort
 and utility to the human body. His-
 tories of style assume a passive accep-
 tance of the values of status displays;
 recorded furniture is often royal or

 expensive or both.
 Other furniture histories concen-

 trate upon technical or mechanical
 innovations and successes, in so doing
 they allude to its social role. Important
 studies have identified the develop-
 ment of, for example, bentwood
 technology that allowed the mass-pro-
 duction of furniture. Other books ex-
 amine the regional differences in
 vernacular furniture and elucidate
 the histories of the local communities

 who made and used them. However,
 these critiques of the design process
 emphasize the manufacture above the
 consumption, both physically and
 psychologically, of the furniture.
 Cranz has little interest in the aes-

 thetic or technological aspects of fur-
 niture design. Her perspective is
 entirely that of the human body's
 relation to sitting, and this book is
 her critique of our behaviour in this
 respect. The history she writes is less
 that of chairs as of the act of sitting: it
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 relates how we consume chairs. As a iods of human society. Her observa- turns to Mandal's proposals repeat-

 trained Alexander Technique teacher tions are supported by copious edly through her book, though she
 and a Professor of Architecture at examples from archaeology to Sieg- feels the furniture retains too much
 Berkeley, she is well placed to con- fried Giedion and she pays particular of the learned behaviour of sitting.

 sider the requirements we place on attention to nineteenth-century patent Despite her willingness to accept dif-
 our furniture and its ability to fulfil furniture. From ceremonial thrones, to ferent social mores along with revised
 them. It is not without irony that the Roman eating patterns (reclining on furniture forms, she illustrates Scan-
 central tenet of a book about chair the floor) she relates the position of dinavian schoolchildren perched at
 design is that chairs are damaging to the sitter to his or her rank. She de- Mandal's furniture in serried ranks
 us. This somewhat outspoken position duces that our patterns of seated be- of Dickensian severity, undermining
 is validated by her well-argued cri- haviour, from relaxing at home, to her claims to be promoting more lib-
 tique of chair design and the ways in travelling, to 'task chairs' for the eral behaviour systems.
 which we sit. workplace, are all learned postures Cranz also approves of the more

 Cranz arranges her book in three acquired during childhood. Further- radical Norwegian Balance chair de-
 sections with informative notes and more, these positions damage the signed by Peter Opsvik in the 1970s,
 an extensive bibliography. At length body, and exist primarily to assert which transfers the weight of the body
 the first section examines the devel- social rank. from the posterior to the knees.
 opment of chairs and the social pre- The second section of her book is a Nevertheless, she acknowledges that
 cedents for sitting. Cranz observes critique of what is wrong with the many users found the chair to be
 that, even today, many cultures do chair, both physically and psychologi- restrictive of movement, rather than
 not use chairs but prefer to stand, cally. Central to her argument is the liberating, and it has remained a piece
 squat or lie for all activities. From work of twentieth-century ergonomic of equipment for the office instead of
 this anthropological investigation she researchers, but this evidence is treated acceptable social furniture.
 deduces that sitting in the conven- with scepticism as Cranz discovers it Cranz furthers the ergonomic ex-
 tional right-angled position favoured to be contradictory. Ergonomic design ploration of furniture in a chapter
 by modern society is a learned beha- attempts to make the sitting position titled 'A Body-Mind Perspective'
 viour, rather than a natural activity. more comfortable, when all Cranz's where she introduces the Alexander
 From archaeological evidence Cranz evidence shows the act of sitting itself Technique and the notion of somatic

 discovers the first chairs, as we recog- is damaging and uncomfortable. design. She determines that somatics
 nize them, developed in the Neolithic Chairs that adjust the seat height, or 'differs from medicine, osteopathy,

 period, 10,000-4,000 BC. Clay models support the lumbar region, merely chiropractic, and physical therapy in
 of seated women from this period serve to transfer stresses to other its focus on the relationships between
 have been discovered in south-eastern parts of the body, including the neck body and intellectual thought, cul-
 Europe. Chair sitting is distinctly dif- and arms. By this point in the book, tural belief, individual feeling and
 ferent from perching on a stool, as the and aided by Cranz's vivid descrip- will' (p. 120). She relates traditional
 fixed back encourages the sitter to tions of collapsed internal organs and eastern practices such as Tai Chi to
 recline. Cranz deduces from these re- humps developing in the thoracic more modern practices like Body-
 cumbent clay figures that the chairs spine, the (invariably seated) reader Mind Centring and concludes that
 are early signifiers of status, as they is distinctly disquieted. However, the well-being of the spirit relates
 literally and figuratively raise the sit- some ergonomic research has been directly to the well-being of the
 ters above those around them. In this shown to correct bad posture and body. In terms of chair design, she
 example lies the core of her argument: damaging seating positions. Cranz implores designers to consider the
 the development of chairs is the de- particularly favours the approach of relationship of the whole body to its
 velopment of a code of status sym- the Danish surgeon A. C. Mandal components, and the particular action
 bols, rather than the development of who has designed unusually high pursued while seated, including men-
 domestic equipment. Although tech- chairs and desks for schools. More- tal and spiritual activity. Cranz ap-
 nological innovations like upholstery, over, the seats slope forward and the plies her most scathing criticism here
 and behavioural developments such desk surfaces are inclined down to- to those icons of twentieth-century
 as lounging or slouching, are gener- wards the chairs. This results in an furniture design-chairs more nor-
 ally perceived as increasing our com- angle between 120 and 135 degrees in mally praised in the conventional his-
 fort, Cranz asserts that chairs the pelvis, about half-way between tories outlined above-which fail to
 adversely affect comfort by contorting sitting and standing and significantly consider the somatic life of the body
 the body into increasingly unnatural more open than the conventional go- and soul. Particular culprits are chairs
 postures. degree position of the back and legs by modernist architects such as Riet-

 Cranz devotes the remainder of the when seated. In turn, this angle bal- veld and Le Corbusier: 'As a con-
 first section to the development of ances the muscles of the body en- sumer, you will certainly want to
 chair style and its relation to notions abling the torso to be held straight think twice about selecting club chairs
 of comfort and status at different per- while the body is at rest. Cranz re- (like Corbusier's grand and petit con-
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 fort) that stop midback' (p. 132). These
 are too soft and offer little support,
 whereas Cranz prefers Breuer's Was-
 sily Chair, precisely, one suspects, be-
 cause the architectural critic
 Rybczynski believes 'it looks more
 like an exercise machine than an arm-
 chair' (p. 139). Le Corbusier, Jeanneret
 and Perriand are praised, however, by
 Cranz for their chaise longue which
 raises the feet above the hips. She
 approves of the ergonomics (although
 she doubts they had this in mind) and
 that the chaise is a redefinition of sit-
 ting behaviour she identifies as so
 damaging in other designs.

 The third section summarizes re-
 cent developments in somatic chair
 design and includes praise for those
 high-style chairs of the 198os, such as
 Robert Venturi's postmodern ply-
 wood range for Knoll, which are pla-

 nar rather than padded. Design
 historians may be amused to consider
 such designs from this point of view,
 but it is a valid contrast to our con-
 ventional assessments of design va-
 lues. Most of Cranz's favoured chairs
 are Scandinavian, or are experiments
 by American design students.

 Cranz concludes the book with a
 chapter titled 'Beyond Interior De-
 sign', an expansion of her notions
 about somatic seating design to in-
 clude proposals for new lifestyles
 and architecture. She draws on psy-
 chologists and Zen teachers who de-
 cry over-furnished rooms and
 recommend the use of the floor and
 raised planes for all activities. Her
 ideal room is spacious, light-filled,
 made of natural materials and furn-
 ished with various raised levels at
 different heights to encourage move-
 ment and changes of posture. Cranz's
 utopia does not appear, on the written
 page, so very different from other
 designers and theorists. Yet her ap-
 proach to design history and criticism,
 incorporating disciplines as diverse as
 alternative therapies, ergonomics, an-
 thropology, psychology and sociology
 as well as engineering and architec-
 ture, is a refreshing and convincing
 mix of evidence and conjecture. Cranz
 includes sufficient references to the
 conventional litany of great chairs
 and important design theorists to

 place a reader versed in the history

 of furniture, while also opening a
 new, holistic, avenue for appreciating
 the designed world.

 GARETH WILLIAMS

 Victoria and Albert Museum
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